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Abstract— Designing reinforcement learning (RL) problems
that can produce delicate and precise manipulation policies
requires careful choice of the reward function, state, and action
spaces. Much prior work on applying RL to manipulation tasks
has defined the action space in terms of direct joint torques
or reference positions for a joint-space proportional derivative
(PD) controller. In practice, it is often possible to add additional
structure by taking advantage of model-based controllers that
support both accurate positioning and control of the dynamic
response of the manipulator. In this paper, we evaluate how the
choice of action space for dynamic manipulation tasks affects
the sample complexity as well as the final quality of learned
policies. We compare learning performance across three tasks
(peg insertion, hammering, and pushing), four action spaces
(torque, joint PD, inverse dynamics, and impedance control),
and using two modern reinforcement learning algorithms (Prox-
imal Policy Optimization and Soft Actor-Critic). Our results
lend support to the hypothesis that learning references for
a task-space impedance controller significantly reduces the
number of samples needed to achieve good performance across
all tasks and algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent work in model-free reinforcement learning (RL)
has demonstrated the ability to solve difficult high-
dimensional problems in robotics [1], [2]. However, for-
mulating a successful learning problem requires both ex-
pert knowledge and extensive experimentation to design
the reward function, state space, and action space of the
underlying Markov decision process (MDP). In many cases,
we can take advantage of existing partial models of the
problem (e.g., the equations of motion for a robot arm)
to avoid learning dynamics that are well understood, and
thus simplify learning. This paper is aimed at evaluating
how learning performance can be improved across a set
of example dynamic manipulation tasks by choosing action
spaces that take advantage of model-based controllers.
Two popular choices of action spaces in the robotics RL
literature are direct torque control [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9] and joint-space proportional derivative (PD) control
[1], [10]. These action spaces are favorable because they
are easy to implement, require relatively little information
about the underlying system dynamics, and inject very little
bias into the learning problem. On the other hand, these
action spaces require learning to compensate for dynamic
effects (e.g., inertial, gravitational, and centrifugal forces)
that we are frequently able to model accurately. We expect
that this may reduce learning performance, even for very
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simple manipulation tasks. Indeed, it is often necessary in
practice to implement gravity compensation to learn success-
ful manipulation strategies using torque control [11], [5].
Johannink et al. have shown that formulating the learn-
ing task to learn residuals to a hand-crafted model-based
controllers can improve learning efficiency [12]. Another
approach is to design the action space in terms of references
for an underlying model-based controller. Inverse dynam-
ics and task-space impedance control strategies have been
successful for manipulation tasks because of their ability to
achieve compliant interaction with the world, especially in
the presence of uncertainty. Early success in high-tolerance
peg insertion tasks, for example, was a result of the in-
telligent incorporation of mechanical compliance [13]. In
principle, RL algorithms that control joint torques directly
can learn compliant manipulation strategies; however, it is
not clear how this impacts sample efficiency and the quality
of the resulting policy.
We hypothesize that taking advantage of model-based con-
trollers and defining action spaces as reference inputs to these
controllers can 1) improve the sample efficiency of learning
manipulation tasks and 2) result in higher quality learned
policies. In this paper, we provide preliminary evidence
in support of this hypothesis using two modern on-policy
(Proximal Policy Optimization, PPO [14]) and off-policy
(Soft Actor-Critic, SAC [15], [16]) RL algorithms across four
choices of action spaces for three simulated manipulation
tasks (nail hammering, object pushing, and peg insertion).
II. BACKGROUND
Early work in reinforcement learning for robotic manipu-
lation was dedicated to learning compliant task-space control
strategies. Gullapalli et al. learned a velocity controller that
used position and force feedback to complete a high tolerance
peg insertion task [17]. Kim et al. used linear policies to
learn the impedance gains around precomputed trajectories to
complete a number of manipulation tasks [18]. Some related
work learns full state trajectories, feedforward torques, and
joint impedance for feedback control using PI2 [11], [19].
Recent work in RL for manipulation has tended to take
a more tabula rasa approach, focusing on learning policies
that output joint torques directly or that output position
(and velocity) references to an underlying PD controller.
Direct torque control has been used to learn many physical
and simulated tasks, including peg insertion, placing a coat
hanger, hammering, screwing a bottle cap [6], door opening,
pick and place tasks [5], and Lego stacking tasks [20].
Learning position and/or velocity references to a fixed PD
joint controller has been used for tasks such as door opening,
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hammering, object placement [21], Lego stacking [7], and
in-hand manipulation [1].
The choice of feedback gains for joint-space PD con-
trollers has a significant impact on how well a learned policy
can perform—inappropriately chosen gains can result in poor
tracking, instabilities, and chattering in the presence of time
delays on physical systems, or even stiff system dynamics
that require very small time steps in simulation. In response
to this, Tan et al. [22] developed an implicit PD control
scheme that can allow arbitrarily large gains. While this is
a popular choice in the graphics community [23], [24], [25]
and for learning in simulation [10], [26], [27], [28], [29], the
control law is non-causal and does not extend to physical
systems.
While there is some work that formulates the action space
in terms of a low-level Cartesian position controller for tasks
such as block stacking [12], pushing, and pick and place [30],
there is surprisingly little work in reinforcement learning that
uses impedance control to combine the ideas of task space
control with the mechanical compliance necessary to perform
delicate manipulation tasks under uncertainty, and no work
to our knowledge that attempts a systematic comparison
between alternative policy structures in this domain.
The work presented here is related to work by Peng et
al. [31] that compares action spaces for robotic locomotion
tasks in simulation. This paper compares torque, PD control,
and a biologically inspired muscle activation model as action
spaces for locomotion across a range of robot morphologies.
This work showed that PD control is a better action space
than direct torque control for locomotion. The focus on
locomotion, however, precludes the use of controllers used
in manipulation that take advantage of invertible dynamics
(such as end-effector impedance controllers), which may of-
fer significant performance benefits when learning interactive
manipulation tasks.
III. LEARNING ALGORITHMS
Reinforcement learning problems are posed in the frame-
work of Markov decision processes (MDP), which are de-
fined by a set of states, S, actions, A, stochastic dynamics,
p(st+1|st, at), a reward function r(s, a), and a discount
factor, γ. The reinforcement learning objective is to compute
the policy, pi∗(s, a), that maximizes the expected discounted
sum of rewards, Es,a (
∑
t γ
trt). Since we are interested
in the choice of action space and its effect on learning
performance, we vary that element of the MDP while keeping
the states, rewards, and discount factor fixed.
We train all learning tasks with two state-of-the-art on-
and off-policy reinforcement learning algorithms: Prox-
imal Policy Optimization (PPO) and Soft Actor-Critic
(SAC). Implementations of both are made available by the
stable-baselines [32] project, a software fork of the
OpenAI baselines package.
A. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
The Proximal Policy Optimization algorithm [14] is an
on-policy policy gradient [33] method that uses an actor-
critic framework to jointly learn the optimal policy as well
as the optimal value function. Similar to Trust Region Policy
Optimization (TRPO) [34], PPO stabilizes policy training
by penalizing large policy updates, an idea similar to trust-
region methods or regularization techniques from the opti-
mization literature. Because PPO is on-policy, each update
must be computed with samples taken from the current
policy, which can generally result in high sample complexity.
B. Soft Actor-Critic (SAC)
The Soft Actor-Critic algorithm [15], [16] is an off-
policy reinforcement learning method that is based on soft
Q-learning (SQL) [35]. Unlike many RL algorithms, SAC
optimizes a “maximum entropy” objective,
E(st,at)∼pi
[∑
t
γtr(st, at) + αH (pi(·|st))
]
, (1)
which encourages exploration according to a temperature
parameter α.
In this maximum entropy framework, the optimal policy
is given by the soft Bellman equation which provides the
basis for the SQL algorithm. SAC makes a number of
improvements on SQL by automatically tuning the tem-
perature parameter, α, using double Q-learning, similar to
the Twin Delayed DDPG (TD3) algorithm [36], to correct
for overestimation in the Q-function, and learning not only
the Q-functions and the policy but also the value function.
Furthermore, because SAC is an off-policy algorithm it uses
a replay buffer to reuse information from recent rollouts for
sample-efficient training.
IV. ACTION SPACES
There are a number of common control techniques em-
ployed by the RL community as well as in traditional
manipulation. We analyze the performance of four common
controllers on their performance in learning: direct torque
control, proportional derivative (PD) control, an inverse
dynamics (ID) controller, and an impedance controller. In
traditional robotic control, the choice of controller to im-
plement often considers a tradeoff between ease of imple-
mentation (torque and PD control are relatively simple),
with the performance that can be gained by considering the
dynamics of the system being controlled (ID and impedance
control both attempt to compensate for the system dynamics).
We hypothesize that we will see a similar tradeoff when
designing the action space for an RL problem in terms of
these controllers.
A. Direct Torque Input
The most common action space for reinforcement learning
for robots in simulation maps actions directly to joint torques.
This control strategy is trivial to implement and introduces
minimal bias into the learning process in the sense that
the policy can arbitrarily shape the robot’s behavior within
physical constraints. One criticism of controlling torques
directly is that doing so requires the learned controller to
compensate for the full dynamics of the robot, including
gravity, Coriolis, and centrifugal forces. Additionally, it is
possible for policies to output high-frequency torque signals,
so care usually has to be taken to encourage smooth policy
outputs before learned policies can be deployed on hardware.
In our experiments, we found that even learning to com-
pensate for gravity was difficult and required long training
times when it did succeed. As a result, we augment the direct
torque controller with a gravity compensation controller to
improving training. This is a common technique [11], [5]
and is easily justified by the fact that many robot arms have
built-in gravity compensation controllers that must be treated
as part of the closed-loop dynamics. Furthermore, because
motors at proximal joints move more mass than those at
distal joints, they tend to exert more torque. We found it
beneficial for training to scale the torques at each joint by
the cumulative mass of all of the child links. The resulting
control law is
u = ms  pi(s) + g(q), (2)
where u are the control torques, pi is the policy, s is the state,
ms is a vector representing the subtree mass of each joint,
and g(q) is the position dependant gravity compensation
control term. The operator  is used to indicate element-
wise vector multiplication.
B. PD Control
Another controller that makes minimal assumptions about
the system dynamics is proportional derivative (PD) control.
PD control can provide good tracking performance but at the
cost of large gains, resulting in very stiff movements.
Similar to torque control, PD control suffers from scaling
problems because the effective mass at each of the joints
in an articulated body may span many orders of magnitude.
This requires very different gains across each of the joints.
In our experiments, we scale the proportional gains, Kp, by
the subtree mass, and we choose the derivative gains, Kd,
to be either the approximate critical damping gains or the
maximum stable damping gains
Kp = ms  K˜p (3)
Kd = min
(
∆tKp, 2
√
ms Kp
)
, (4)
where K˜p is a vector of unscaled proportional gains and ∆t
is the simulation timestep.
The resulting control law is
u = Kp(qdes − q) +Kd(q˙des − q˙),
where qdes and q˙des make up the action space for the
controller.
C. Inverse Dynamics Control
The dynamics of an articulated body system can be written
in terms of the manipulator equation,
H(q)q¨ + C(q˙, q) +G(q) = Bu+ JTλ, (5)
where H , C, and G are the mass matrix, Coriolis/centrifugal,
and gravity terms respectively, and B and J map control
inputs, u, and external forces λ to generalized forces. If
B is full rank, we can compute the control input, u, that
corresponds to an arbitrary acceleration, q¨. In the absence of
external forces the inverse dynamics are given by
u = ID(q¨des) , B−1 [H(q)q¨des + C(q˙, q) +G(q)] , (6)
where q¨des is the desired acceleration. It is common to
combine inverse dynamics and PD control with the control
law
u = ID (Kp(qdes − q) +Kd(q˙des − q˙)) . (7)
In our experiments we set the damping gains to be the critical
damping gains
Kd = 2
√
Kp. (8)
Note that because the accelerations are mapped through the
mass matrix, this controller doesn’t suffer from the same
scaling issues that arise in torque control and PD control.
D. Impedance Control
While the three previous controllers are all configuration
space controllers, the impedance controller is a task space
controller. Impedance control regulates the end effector dy-
namics to mimic a mechanical spring-damper system ,
x¨+B(x˙− x˙des) +K(x− xdes) = 0, (9)
where x is the end effector pose, B is a damping matrix,
and K is a stiffness matrix. Taking two time derivatives of
the end effector pose with respect to the joint coordinates,
we get the relation x¨ = Jq¨+ J˙ q˙, where J is the end effector
Jacobian. Again, using the inverse dynamics, we can write
the control law as
u = ID
(
J+
(
(K(xdes − x(q)) + x˙des −BJq˙ − J˙ q˙
))
,
(10)
where J+ = JT (JJT )−1 is the pseudoinverse of the end
effector Jacobian. The action space consists of xdes and x˙des.
In practice, we use J+ = JT (JJT + αI)−1, where α =
1×10−6, to avoid large torques near kinematic singularities.
In our experiments, we use a simplified control law
u = ID
(
J+ ((K(xdes − x(q)) + x˙des −BJq˙)
)
, (11)
because computing J˙ q˙ in MuJoCo is computationally ex-
pensive. We can justify this as impedance control with an
additional nonlinear damping term, −J+J˙ q˙. Finally, since
our arm has seven degrees of freedom, we damp out motions
in the null space of the Jacobian with an additional damping
term, (I − J+J)Bnullq˙.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated the performance of these action spaces on
three representative manipulation tasks from the RL liter-
ature: peg insertion, nail hammering, and object pushing.
Our experiments are performed on a model of a 7 degree
of freedom Kuka IIWA 14 arm. Figure 1 illustrates the setup
for each of the three experiments. All experiments were
simulated in MuJoCo [37]. The hyperparameters for each
experiment can be found in the Appendix, and all of the
code used for these experiments is publicly available in our
GitHub repository [38].
Fig. 1. Simulated experiments from left to right: peg insertion, hammering,
and a delicate pushing task. These experiments were selected to cover
a range of manipulation skills including precision insertion, controlled
impulses, and delicate interactions with other objects.
A. Peg Insertion Environment
Peg insertion is one of the most common manipulation
tasks in robot assembly and requires navigating narrow
bottlenecks in configuration space. This experiment consists
of inserting a peg, rigidly affixed to the end effector, into
a hole with 2 mm clearance. In order to provide a generous
comparison with the torque controller, gravity is disabled in
the simulation. The observations consist of joint positions
and velocities, the relative pose between the tip of the peg
and the bottom of the hole, and the velocity of the end
effector. The reward function is quadratic in the peg tip
distance, ∆p, and the orientation error, ∆θ,
r = −||∆p||2 − ||∆θ||2. (12)
The peg tip distance is computed from the relative position
between the hole and the peg tip and the orientation error is
the relative angle between the peg orientation and the hole
orientation.
B. Hammering Environment
Hammering requires the controlled accumulation and de-
livery of momentum to a specific location in task space.
The “nail” is 20 cm long and experiences static friction that
can resist 20 N of force; we found this to be sufficiently
high to require multi-impact hammering strategies rather
than brute force pushing strategies. Similarly to the insertion
task, gravity was disabled in order to learn useful strategies
with the torque controller. The observations consist of joint
positions and velocities, the nail position and velocity, the
relative pose between the hammer face and the head of the
nail, and the end effector velocity. The reward function is
linear in the nail height as well as the peg velocity,
r = −hnail − h˙nail. (13)
Note that this reward structure is sparse, meaning that it is
possible for the robot to experience many episodes without
receiving any rewards.
C. Object Pushing Environment
In this experiment, we consider the problem of pushing
an object from one position to another without tipping it
over. The object is a rectangular prism, 30cm long, 2cm in
width, and 6cm in height, and it is initialized to be standing
on its narrow side. The robot is equipped with the same
peg-like end effector from the insertion task. Unlike the
hammering and insertion experiments, gravity is required to
keep the block in contact with the table and provide frictional
forces, so rather than disabling gravity we add a gravity
compensation torque to the torque controller as well as the
PD controller. The observations consist of the joint positions
and velocities, the relative pose between the end effector and
the center of the block, and the end effector velocity. The
reward function is
r = −||∆pblock|| − ||∆θblock|| − kh||∆hpeg||2 − kθ||∆θpeg||2,
(14)
where ∆pblock and ∆θblock are the relative position and ori-
entation of the block respectively. The desired pose, ∆hpeg,
is the difference in height between the height of the block
and the height of the peg, and ∆θpeg is the angle between the
axis of the peg and vertical. The last two terms encourage
the end effector to remain in-plane with the block, and the
coefficients kh and kθ are small to minimize unnecessary
bias.
VI. RESULTS
The results of each of our experiments are collected in
Table I. The success criteria for the three tasks are: 80%
average nail depth for the hammer task, 80% success rate
for the insertion task, and 80% of the normalized distance to
the goal for the pushing task. In all of our experiments, we
found the impedance controller action space to have learned
the fastest, often followed by the inverse dynamics controller,
PD controller, and then the torque controller. The favorable
performance of the impedance controller can be understood
in terms of the simplifying effect it has on the underlying
task dynamics.
Impedance ID PD Torque
PPO
Hammer 0.11 0.28 0.40 0.45
Insertion 0.14 0.47 0.61 0.46
Pushing 0.21 0.30 0.23 0.59
SAC
Hammer 0.012 0.029 0.077 0.145
Insertion 0.39 0.47 0.94 0.94
Pushing 0.18 0.24 0.90 * 1
TABLE I
STEPS TAKING BEFORE REACHING SUCCESS CRITERIA (MILLIONS).
The role of compliance is highlighted in the pushing task.
In order to keep the block upright while pushing it to the
desired location, the interactions need to be gentle. Large
contact forces can cause the block to topple, incurring a
large cost for the remainder of an episode. Without the
proper compliance, an algorithm can learn to avoid the block
altogether. The impedance controller, the inverse dynamics
controller, and the PD controller all have some inherent
compliance and learn relatively quickly how to manipulate
the block without knocking it over. The torque controller,
however, has no inherent compliance and struggles with
Fig. 2. Training examples from learning hammering, pushing, and peg insertion using PPO and SAC. Hammering with PPO (left) and SAC (middle)
show how impedance control learns quicker than the other three controllers. Similar trends are shown with PPO and SAC for the other two tasks (right).
the task, learning three times slower than the impedance
controller when trained with PPO and failing altogether when
trained with SAC. There are also some qualitative differences
between the learning curves for PPO and SAC. This can be
attributed to the peculiarities of the two algorithms; PPO is
gradient based and has asymptotic convergence guarantees,
whereas Q-learning with function approximation, the basis
for SAC, is known to suffer from instabilities during learning.
Somewhat surprisingly, the inverse dynamics controller
shows improved performance over PD controller across five
of the six experiments. It would have been reasonable to
expect that, since both controllers are using a PD loop with
comparable stiffnesses for feedback control, their perfor-
mance would have been roughly equivalent on all tasks.
It is noteworthy that this discrepancy is largest for the
hammering task, where velocities are large, highlighting the
sensitivity of these learning methods to the dynamics of the
underlying system. During a hammer swing, inertial forces,
rather than the feedback terms, can dominate the dynamics of
the PD controller. The inverse dynamics controller, however,
compensates for this inertial coupling between joints.
One of the biggest characteristics that sets the impedance
controller apart, however, is that actions are specified in
task space rather than configuration space. Because there is
usually a straightforward mapping between the quantities in
the reward function and the action space, the impedance con-
troller often discovers useful behaviors much more quickly,
without the extended exploration phase that the joint space
controllers tend to exhibit. In the peg insertion task, for
example, the space of successful joint configurations is quite
complex, while the set of successful end effector poses is
relatively simple. While the impedance control policy only
needs to discover this simple set of poses, a joint space con-
troller must also learn to solve an inverse kinematics problem
to perform the insertion. Figure 2 shows this phenomenon
most clearly in the case of the hammering task. There, the
impedance controller discovers the location of the nail very
quickly and soon after completes the task. The joint space
controllers require much more exploration before discovering
the nail, then require longer training periods to refine the
1The torque action space did not cross the 80% threshold before 5 million
steps.
details of the task after the nail is located.
Qualitatively the policies learned in the different action
spaces are also very different. The impedance, inverse dy-
namics, and PD controllers all exhibit slow, controlled mo-
tions whereas the torque controller tends to exhibit more ag-
gressive motions with seemingly uncontrolled collisions with
the environment. The impedance controller can exhibit odd
artifacts near kinematic singularities during early training,
but these are less noticeable in policies that have converged.
It is worth mentioning that we have gone to significant
lengths to provide the best possible implementation of both
the torque controller and the PD controller. Without care
to scale the action space at each link by the mass of the
child links, learning is significantly slower. In the presence
of gravity, the torque controller learns none of the tasks,
and in order for the PD controller to successfully complete
the tasks, the gains would need to be increased by an order
of magnitude, hindering its ability to be compliant in the
presence of contact.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We evaluated learning performance for three dynamic
manipulation tasks using four different action spaces: direct
torque control, joint PD, inverse dynamics, and task-space
impedance control. Action spaces defined in terms of torque
control and PD control learned significantly slower than
impedance control or inverse dynamics control on all of our
experiments. These results are complementary to the results
by Peng et al. in that PD control improves sample efficiency
over direct torque control. However, we show that there can
be additional benefit by wrapping the PD controller in an
inverse dynamics routine, and that in many situations task-
space impedance control has significant benefits over all of
the joint space policies.
Choosing the action space represents a trade-off between
the engineering effort required to build and calibrate model-
based controllers, and sample efficiency during learning.
While it is sometimes desirable to prioritize simplicity of
implementation, we expect that learning efficiency can usu-
ally be improved by incorporating model-based controllers
that simplify some or all of the underlying task dynamics.
One criticism of using model-based controllers in con-
junction with model-free learning is additional dependence
Fig. 3. Frames from a learned hammer policy. The policy learns to take multiple swings at the nail in order to complete the task.
on having a model of the robot. While some of the details
of the dynamics of manipulators—such as static friction
in the joints—can be difficult to model, the inertial and
kinematic model of the manipulators are often well known.
The key point is that even if we cannot model all of the
relevant dynamics in the learning task (e.g., we made no
attempt to model the contact interaction between the robot
and environment), there still may be value in exploiting what
models are available to reduce the complexity of the learning
problem, similar to previous findings on residual learning.
Finally, the experiments presented here do not address
the potential for model mismatch between simulation and
hardware. We expect policies learned with model errors to
be able to compensate for the mismatch during learning, but
it is unclear how this may affect learning performance and
transfer of learned policies from simulation to hardware. We
plan to investigate this further in future work.
APPENDIX
A. Learning Hyperparameters
All experiments were carried out with consistent learning
parameters for PPO and SAC. PPO used a gamma of 1.0
and 2048 steps per gradient update. All other parameters
were set to the stable baselines default. The full
hyperparameter list is given in Table II. Both PPO and SAC
used two-layered feed-forward networks with 64 nodes per
layer.
Parameter Value
PPO
MDP steps per update 2048
learning rate 0.00025
λ for GAE 0.95
value function cost 0.5
entropy cost 0.01
max gradient norm 0.5
minibatches per update 4
cliprange 0.2
SAC
learning rate 0.0003
buffer size 50000
entropy coefficient adaptive
MDP steps between updates 1
batch size 64
Polyak update coefficient 0.005
gradient steps per update 1
TABLE II
LEARNING HYPERPARAMETERS
The episode lengths were capped at 2 seconds for object
pushing and peg insertion and 3 seconds for hamming. The
policies were queried at 10Hz, and the low-level controllers
operated at 100Hz across all experiments.
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